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desirable to provide a flat wall with a hole therein
for the insertion of a hook or similar device such as
is commonly employed for hanging up coats and
other items. Accordingly, what is needed is an easily
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assembled and inexpensive system for forming a
mold for a plastic sheet with a hole therein and a
sheet of plastic material used to produce the molded
hole in the sheet, wherein the sheet has an aperture
into which the mold is pressed to produce a mold
cavity which precisely corresponds to the wall of the
aperture in the sheet.1. Field of the Invention The
present invention relates to a coding and decoding
method in digital moving picture compression, and
more particularly, to a loop filtering method in
digital moving picture compression. 2. Description
of the Related Art As one of the standards for digital
moving picture compression, Moving Picture
Experts Group (MPEG)-1/2/4 and H.264/AVC
(hereinafter, referred to as ‘H.264’) are specified.
These standards develop an international standard
for an image compressing method that is robust to a
variation in high-speed movements. In other words,
according to the technologies related to the present
invention, a method for efficiently restoring image
quality using a small amount of data after an image
is compressed is proposed. As a part of the moving
picture compression method based on a correlation
in a spatial-temporal direction, a technique of intra
prediction is applied to a frame where block data to
be encoded is generated in order to obtain a more



accurate prediction value, thereby enhancing the
accuracy of the prediction value. A method of
storing a decoded residual
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